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students supported through
intensive case management

additional students served
through schoolwide supports

Note: Each figure represents approximately 10 students. 

Communities In Schools of Seattle is part of the nation's leading drop out prevention program. Our mission
is to surround students with a community of support, empowering them to stay in school and achieve in life.
During the 2020-21 school year, our team of Site Coordinators supported a total of 3,216 students as they
continued to navigate the ups and downs of remote learning and other challenges brought on by the COVID-
19 pandemic.

Our Work

53 3,163

We do whatever it takes to ensure that all students - regardless of race, gender, zip code or socioeconomic
background - have what they need to realize their potential in school and beyond. Through a combination of
intensive case management and schoolwide supports, Site Coordinators develop a plan that is responsive to
the unique needs of individual students and the larger school community. We coordinate, broker or directly
provide services in the follow areas:
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Academic
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South Shore
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Madison
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Aki Kurose
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Our Impact
The 2020-21 school year was full of challenges - from relying on virtual relationship building and connection
to school communities for the majority of the year, to later adapting to hybrid learning environments - but
Communities In Schools of Seattle continued to support our students, families and schools every step of the
way. In the face of so much uncertainty and instability, the 53 students we worked most closely this year
stayed engaged in their education and continued to progress toward their goals, as did our four schools. 

In 2020-21, we partnered with four public schools in
Seattle, connecting kids to caring adults and critical
community resources that help break down barriers
to graduation. 

Our Schools

100% 94% 71% 100%
of our students
stayed in school

of our students met or
made progress toward
their academic goals

of our students met or
made progress toward
their attendance goals

of our students met or
made progress toward

their behavior goals

To learn more about Communities In Schools of Seattle, please visit our wesbite at www.seattle.ciswa.org.

We work with a diverse community of students who
are full of innate brilliance and potential. Many also
face significant, systemic barriers that impact their
day-to-day experience in the classroom and at home.

Our Students

91%
identify as 
students of color

are experiencing
economic insecurity

have experienced or
been exposed to trauma

are learning English
as a second language

have experienced
homelessness
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100%
 of our schools met or
made progress toward

their school goals
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42%

25%
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